Personalize learning with Panopto Access AI.

Streamline content workflows, boost learner engagement, and deliver even more accessible content to learners across your global campus or organization.

Get Personal with Smarter Ways to Watch

To boost the impact of video learning models, organizations need smarter ways to keep users engaged. Designing a learning experience that connects with learners on their terms helps. In an age of Artificial Intelligence, it’s not just about creating content—but delivering easier ways to work and learn with video across your organization.

Unlock smarter ways to discover content.

Keep learners engaged with smarter ways to discover content in their library. High-level summaries help users navigate their library intentionally, while offering new avenues for learning retention.

Deepen learning engagement.

Some information just can’t be missed—or needs reviewed critically. In-depth video summaries offer not just an alternative to viewing, but help review content post-playback.

Panopto Access AI ensures users stay connected to content with new ways to personalize their experience. Provide more ways to engage with high-level content summaries and more detailed smart chaptering. And free up administrator time with automatic language captioning to scale accessibility. Design a future of learning with video that’s easier—and effective.

Get the details that make a difference.

Using AI-powered transcripts, enhanced smarter chapters highlight key sections to users based on words spoken throughout a video. It also improves the accuracy of text.

Simplify administrator workflows.

Our new AI translation workflows scale accessible learning and ease the burden on administrators. Seamlessly translate videos into multiple preferred languages at the same time.
PERSONALIZE, DISCOVER, ENGAGE

Unlock Personalization with AI-powered Transcripts

Get Automatic Captioning and Translation.
Simplify content workflows across a global multilingual audience with automatic language captioning and translation.

Key Points
- Exploring comprehensive vs. political liberalism
- Public reasons’ role in a pluralistic society
- Addressing challenges to political liberalism

Summary
The product management training video begins by highlighting the essential role of a product manager (PM) in ensuring a product’s success. The PM’s role is to balance business objectives, customer needs, and technical feasibility. The video explains that one of the primary responsibilities of a PM is to develop a clear product vision and strategy that aligns with the company’s goals. This process includes conducting market research, performing competitive analysis, and defining the product’s unique value proposition.

Another critical aspect covered is roadmap planning. The PM must create and maintain a product roadmap that outlines the product’s development path, key milestones, and timelines. Effective stakeholder management is also emphasized, as the PM needs to communicate regularly with various stakeholders such as executives, marketing teams, and customers.

Keep it detailed with enhanced Smart Chapters.
Improve smart chapter accuracy to make it even easier to navigate videos and find access points learners need.

Personalize learning with Content Summaries.
Enhance content discovery and knowledge retention with high-level video summaries of all content across your library.

Want to connect? Visit panopto.com